Coupled with the revamped G Suite, businesses have access to advancements that have made it a reliable and highly scalable platform for customers. On the other hand, Google Cloud Platform’s latest updates, such as AdSense, and advertising networks, have improved the online presence of businesses and helped online businesses to boost their business and gain a prospective edge in the market.

A majority of companies are now upsurging to Google services to embark a digital presence among the entrepreneurial scene. The advent of online advertising tools such as AdWords, AdSense, and advertising networks has improved the online presence of organizations by running profitable Ad campaigns and helping advertisers seamlessly connect with potential customers. On the other hand, Google Cloud Platform’s latest advancements have made it a reliable and highly scalable infrastructure for developers to build, test, and deploy apps. Coupled with the revamped G Suite, businesses have access to a range of intelligent applications that allow them to stay ahead of the competition.

There are a number of Google Technology service providers that provide the best consultation and services to organizations. Choosing an apt provider is a cumbersome task for CIOs worldwide. A distinguished panel of CEOs, CIOs, analysts and the editorial board of CIO Review has narrowed down on the final providers that exhibit competence in delivering-in-depth, integrated and innovative strategies in the Google technology area. The listing provides an apprehension into how these solutions work in the real world so that businesses can gain a comprehensive understanding of the available technologies and the value they add to their enterprise.

In this edition of CIO Review, we present to you the 10 Most Promising Google Marketing Consulting/Services Companies - 2019.
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Proceed Innovative

Moving to the Cloud While Maintaining Access to Windows Apps

A nyone who has ever run their own business realizes the power of one customer. A company can become highly successful by pleasing one customer at a time and by creating customers for life. In the digital age, the customer is all but a goldfish swimming in an ocean of information and much like the fish, it is difficult to keep his attention on anything for more than five seconds at a time. In that vast ocean, we call the internet, search engines create an easy framework for navigation, with Google leading the way in how people today search for anything online.

It is hard enough for marketing agencies to push digital content across potential clients, and as Google adds more elements to its algorithms every day, carving out a niche in such a saturated space is even more difficult.

Marketing agencies must learn the client’s business while staying on top of the industry trends which makes the end product more expensive. “To have a win-win situation, we have to work with clients to impact their bottom line. We design and develop marketing programs that we can measure really well to help boost online visibility, and profit, for all our clients,” states Jasmine Panayotov, Managing Partner at Proceed Innovative - a successful digital marketing company in Chicago.

Specializing in the internet marketing industry for over ten years, the company has developed expertise in the disaster recovery vertical market, and home healthcare business. Following a proven procedure, Proceed Innovative works with clients to understand their business goals and creates an integrated marketing strategy to achieve success. The process includes analyzing customer profiles and competitor strategies to be successful online, both at local and national levels. Based on the research and business goals, the company develops and implements a digital program that guarantees better results from a sales perspective.

Proceed Innovative goes more in-depth in their research from top to bottom to explore the value of a customer for the client. For instance, business analytics help Proceed Innovative develop the marketing program for both short term as well as long-term customer relationships.

By designing customized marketing programs, Proceed Innovative’s experts help companies improve online engagement, traffic, and leads resulting in higher ROI. The company helps businesses create custom lead generation strategies with cost-efficient SEO methods and automated lead generation tools that fit organizational requirements. Tracking and reporting results and leads using web analytics and phone call tracking is an important part of each marketing program. Proceed Innovative helps companies drive sales and increase brand awareness using web analytics and creative web design.

Highlighting one of Proceed Innovative’s success stories, a home care company generated 46 percent of its total revenue through online marketing after implementing Proceed Innovative’s marketing program. Before the adoption of the program, online lead generation for this company was zero. The company had 12-13 other marketing initiatives, including traditional marketing, which generated the remaining 54 percent.

To have a win-win situation, we have to work with clients to impact their bottom line. We design and develop marketing programs that we can measure really well to help boost online visibility, and profit, for all our clients.

Proceed Innovative has generated thousands of leads and calls for their clients in 2018 and aims to double the number in 2019. Jasmine believes that the key to success is the passionate team, dedicated to helping clients achieve their goals. “I try to provide a perfect balance between professional and personal life while I count on my team 100 percent to do the job right and on time, to exceed customer expectations by providing the best products and service, to produce a customer experience that never disappoints,” says Jasmine. This passion and dedication toward the client’s success create long-term loyal customers.

**Company:** Proceed Innovative

**Description:** Helps companies implement innovative digital marketing strategies to extend their brand awareness and drive sales

**Key Person:** Jasmine Panayotov, Managing Partner

**Website:** proceedinnovative.com